
With more than 30 years of experience & over 5000 installations worldwide, Agorespace stays true to its 
values of quality, playability, sports education and aesthetics. It will support you every step of the way du-
ring all your local sports leisure facility development projects. Its teams of specialists, experienced athletes, and 
sports instructors, understand young people, sports and communities. Agorespace installations are available 
in steel. The techniques used to manufacture these products, which are protected by several patents, are ex-
clusive to Agorespace. They provide communities with reliable and durable solutions, which take public invest-

ments into consideration.

In 1989, Agorespace invented the Multisport Fields 
because it believes that «bringing people closer to sport brings them closer to each 

other».
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Professional advice

Defending diversity

Choice of suppliers

Listening to our environment

Transparency : In our commercial offers and documentation, we guarantee honesty and 
transparency on the quality of our products and services. 

We practice diversity in recruitment and promote tolerance both within our company and out-
side of it, which teaches young people about mutual respect and fairness. 

We work with employment services as well as associations and structures supporting social in-
tegration & fighting against discrimination.

We listen to all the participants in our business (customers, users, suppliers) in order to build 
better installations together and in a sustainable way.

Our Charter Our Values
www.agorespace.com info@agorespace.com



Inventor & Leader in Multi-sport Fields

Our solutions to be built together
9 SPORTS & 1000 activities

Sports for ALL
Gentle sports for all abilities and ages.

A company at the      of community life

EXTRAS & OPTIONS

Agorespace 
STANDARD pitch

Agorespace 
BESPOKE pitch

Steel Range
The total steel range has been developed and patented 
in collaboration with researchers in acoustics and mecha-
nics from the University of Technology of Compiègne 
(France). This range is designed to respond to the most 
extreme usage without sacrificing any of the enjoyment.

With the help of our suppliers and 
ADEME (the French Environment 
and Energy Management Agency), 
we have committed to an eco-design ap-
proach and have significantly reduced 
our environmental impact. For example, 
the steel range has been designed in 
partnership with specialist consultants 
in sustainable development to evaluate, 
throughout their existence, the environmen-
tal impact of our pitches (LCA: Life-Cycle 
Assessment) and thus adapt their design
 to minimize this. Our ranges have be-
nefited from this learning process, with, 
for example, a large reduction in the use 
of stainless steel as it is toxic to hu-
mans (due to the use of chromium).

ECO-Design

TRIPLEX
Treatment

Aluminum 
HANDRAIL

Because our aim is to create a meeting place 
which can be used all year round, all our pit-
ches are equipped with an anodized alumi-
num handrails with a lifetime anticorrosion 
guarantee.

Our fences are flat and designed so that you 
can play in an Agorespace as you would  on a 
pool table, using the sides as game partners. 

Unique on the market, this process is well used 
in the automobile industry (galvanization, cata-
phoresis & thermo-lacquering). It also doubles 
the duration of our dip-galvanized part gua-
rantees.

To limit the spread of sound waves, each com-
ponent is cushioned by shock absorbers..

SHOCK ABSORBERS 

Removal of 
SOLDERING

Because soldered joints rust first and vibra-
tions from the repeated shock of balls can 
cause them to collapse, we decided to re-
move them.

Safety for ALL

NET FASTENING 
SYSTEM

GAME-PARTNER
Fences

Anti-
cycle 
bars

STEEL MINI-GOAL TRACK

Guarantees
The materials and surface treat-
ments that we use allow us to offer 
you solid guarantees. These are 
calculated in accordance with our 
experience and the tests we 
carry out before putting any of 
our products on the market.

In relation to French and European regulations, 
Agorespace led work to create the European 
standard EN 15312, ‘Free access multi-sports 
equipment’. Our products are all certified by in-
dependent organizations, which demonstrates 
our reliability. Documented tests are carried out 
before any product is released on the market and 
we choose the tested materials.

Agorespace pitches are designed for playing at least 9 sports : Soccer - Basketball - Pickleball - Hockey - 
Volleyball - Badminton - Tennis - Soccer - Tennis and Handball. They can be used by local schools as well 
as young people living in the neighborhood. From soccer tournaments to yoga classes, the pitches can be 
used to practice a variety of sports and activities.

&
SCORE-COUNTER


